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HistoryHistoryHistoryHistory    

ChChChCh----1 (What, Where, How and W1 (What, Where, How and W1 (What, Where, How and W1 (What, Where, How and When)hen)hen)hen)    

Q1) LQ1) LQ1) LQ1) List some of the occupations of the people during Ancient times?ist some of the occupations of the people during Ancient times?ist some of the occupations of the people during Ancient times?ist some of the occupations of the people during Ancient times?    

Q2) WQ2) WQ2) WQ2) Why did the people prefer to live near the river bahy did the people prefer to live near the river bahy did the people prefer to live near the river bahy did the people prefer to live near the river banks?nks?nks?nks?    

Q3) WQ3) WQ3) WQ3) Who were known as the foodho were known as the foodho were known as the foodho were known as the food----gatherers?gatherers?gatherers?gatherers?    

Q4) WQ4) WQ4) WQ4) Why did the early man move from one place to another?hy did the early man move from one place to another?hy did the early man move from one place to another?hy did the early man move from one place to another?    

Q5) WQ5) WQ5) WQ5) Why did India has two names?hy did India has two names?hy did India has two names?hy did India has two names?    

Q6) WrQ6) WrQ6) WrQ6) Write the difference between the inscriptions and the manuscripts?ite the difference between the inscriptions and the manuscripts?ite the difference between the inscriptions and the manuscripts?ite the difference between the inscriptions and the manuscripts?    

Q7) WQ7) WQ7) WQ7) Who are the historians?ho are the historians?ho are the historians?ho are the historians?    

Q8) WQ8) WQ8) WQ8) Who are the archo are the archo are the archo are the archaeologists?haeologists?haeologists?haeologists?    

Q9) NQ9) NQ9) NQ9) Name some source of information for the past?ame some source of information for the past?ame some source of information for the past?ame some source of information for the past?    

    

    ChChChCh----    2 (On the trails of the Earliest P2 (On the trails of the Earliest P2 (On the trails of the Earliest P2 (On the trails of the Earliest People)eople)eople)eople)    

Q1) WQ1) WQ1) WQ1) Write some uses of fire for the early man?rite some uses of fire for the early man?rite some uses of fire for the early man?rite some uses of fire for the early man?    

Q2) Q2) Q2) Q2) HHHHow did the early man choose the place to live in?ow did the early man choose the place to live in?ow did the early man choose the place to live in?ow did the early man choose the place to live in?    

    Q3) WQ3) WQ3) WQ3) What were the uses of stones for the eahat were the uses of stones for the eahat were the uses of stones for the eahat were the uses of stones for the early man?rly man?rly man?rly man?    

Q4) Define Habitation cum factory site?Q4) Define Habitation cum factory site?Q4) Define Habitation cum factory site?Q4) Define Habitation cum factory site?    

Q5) DeQ5) DeQ5) DeQ5) Define Paleolithic, Mesolithic and the Neolithic Age?fine Paleolithic, Mesolithic and the Neolithic Age?fine Paleolithic, Mesolithic and the Neolithic Age?fine Paleolithic, Mesolithic and the Neolithic Age?    

Q6) Define the factory site?Q6) Define the factory site?Q6) Define the factory site?Q6) Define the factory site?    

Q7) MQ7) MQ7) MQ7) Mark any five paleolthiark any five paleolthiark any five paleolthiark any five paleolthic sites in the physical map of Ic sites in the physical map of Ic sites in the physical map of Ic sites in the physical map of India?ndia?ndia?ndia?    

    

ChChChCh----3 (From Gathering to G3 (From Gathering to G3 (From Gathering to G3 (From Gathering to Growing food)rowing food)rowing food)rowing food)    

Q1) Name some sources from which Q1) Name some sources from which Q1) Name some sources from which Q1) Name some sources from which EEEEarly man used to extract his food?arly man used to extract his food?arly man used to extract his food?arly man used to extract his food?    

Q2) How did the early man adopt farming?Q2) How did the early man adopt farming?Q2) How did the early man adopt farming?Q2) How did the early man adopt farming?    

Q3) NQ3) NQ3) NQ3) Name some sites from which evidences for remains of grains and animals have been found?ame some sites from which evidences for remains of grains and animals have been found?ame some sites from which evidences for remains of grains and animals have been found?ame some sites from which evidences for remains of grains and animals have been found?    

Q4) DQ4) DQ4) DQ4) Describe the life style of the tribal people?escribe the life style of the tribal people?escribe the life style of the tribal people?escribe the life style of the tribal people?    

Q5) Q5) Q5) Q5) DDDDefine the term 'domestication'?efine the term 'domestication'?efine the term 'domestication'?efine the term 'domestication'?    

Q6) HQ6) HQ6) HQ6) How did the early become herder?ow did the early become herder?ow did the early become herder?ow did the early become herder?    

    

ChChChCh----4 (In the Earliest  C4 (In the Earliest  C4 (In the Earliest  C4 (In the Earliest  Cties)ties)ties)ties)    

Q1) NQ1) NQ1) NQ1) Name the earliest civilization of the world?ame the earliest civilization of the world?ame the earliest civilization of the world?ame the earliest civilization of the world?    

Q2) DQ2) DQ2) DQ2) Describe the Citadel of Harappa?escribe the Citadel of Harappa?escribe the Citadel of Harappa?escribe the Citadel of Harappa?    

Q3) Explain the plan of housing Harappan civilization?Q3) Explain the plan of housing Harappan civilization?Q3) Explain the plan of housing Harappan civilization?Q3) Explain the plan of housing Harappan civilization?    

Q4) Q4) Q4) Q4) Describe tDescribe tDescribe tDescribe the Great Bath of the Mhe Great Bath of the Mhe Great Bath of the Mhe Great Bath of the Mohenjodaro?ohenjodaro?ohenjodaro?ohenjodaro?    

Q5) DQ5) DQ5) DQ5) Descrescrescrescribe the drainage system of the Hibe the drainage system of the Hibe the drainage system of the Hibe the drainage system of the Harappan cities?arappan cities?arappan cities?arappan cities?    

Q6) NQ6) NQ6) NQ6) Name some evidences of rame some evidences of rame some evidences of rame some evidences of remains that have been found at Hemains that have been found at Hemains that have been found at Hemains that have been found at Harappan sites?arappan sites?arappan sites?arappan sites?    
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Q7) Explain the Dholavira site of HQ7) Explain the Dholavira site of HQ7) Explain the Dholavira site of HQ7) Explain the Dholavira site of Harappa?arappa?arappa?arappa?    

Q8) DQ8) DQ8) DQ8) Describe the reasons for the decline of theescribe the reasons for the decline of theescribe the reasons for the decline of theescribe the reasons for the decline of the    HHHHarappan civilization?arappan civilization?arappan civilization?arappan civilization?    

    

ChChChCh----5  (What Books and Burials)5  (What Books and Burials)5  (What Books and Burials)5  (What Books and Burials)    

Q1) NQ1) NQ1) NQ1) Name the four vedas?ame the four vedas?ame the four vedas?ame the four vedas?    

Q2) DQ2) DQ2) DQ2) Describe the features of rigveda?escribe the features of rigveda?escribe the features of rigveda?escribe the features of rigveda?    

Q3) HQ3) HQ3) HQ3) How was the wealth utilized during the vedic period?ow was the wealth utilized during the vedic period?ow was the wealth utilized during the vedic period?ow was the wealth utilized during the vedic period?    

Q4) EQ4) EQ4) EQ4) Explain the caste system that prevailed during the vedic period?xplain the caste system that prevailed during the vedic period?xplain the caste system that prevailed during the vedic period?xplain the caste system that prevailed during the vedic period?    

Q5) What weQ5) What weQ5) What weQ5) What were the occupare the occupare the occupare the occupations adopted by the people in Itions adopted by the people in Itions adopted by the people in Itions adopted by the people in Imamgaon?mamgaon?mamgaon?mamgaon?    

    

    

CIVICSCIVICSCIVICSCIVICS    

ChChChCh----1 (Understanding Diversity)1 (Understanding Diversity)1 (Understanding Diversity)1 (Understanding Diversity)    

Q1) Define the term 'DQ1) Define the term 'DQ1) Define the term 'DQ1) Define the term 'Diversity'?iversity'?iversity'?iversity'?    

Q2) DQ2) DQ2) DQ2) Define Inequality?efine Inequality?efine Inequality?efine Inequality?    

Q3) WQ3) WQ3) WQ3) What does diversity add to our lives?hat does diversity add to our lives?hat does diversity add to our lives?hat does diversity add to our lives?    

Q4) How does diversity occur?Q4) How does diversity occur?Q4) How does diversity occur?Q4) How does diversity occur?    

Q5) HQ5) HQ5) HQ5) How does geogrow does geogrow does geogrow does geographical conditions influence the variation in diversity?aphical conditions influence the variation in diversity?aphical conditions influence the variation in diversity?aphical conditions influence the variation in diversity?    

Q6) EQ6) EQ6) EQ6) Explain the geographical features and the living style of people at ladakh?xplain the geographical features and the living style of people at ladakh?xplain the geographical features and the living style of people at ladakh?xplain the geographical features and the living style of people at ladakh?    

Q7) EQ7) EQ7) EQ7) Explain the geographical features and the living styles of the people at kerela?xplain the geographical features and the living styles of the people at kerela?xplain the geographical features and the living styles of the people at kerela?xplain the geographical features and the living styles of the people at kerela?    

Q8) HQ8) HQ8) HQ8) How india has 'unity in diversow india has 'unity in diversow india has 'unity in diversow india has 'unity in diversity'?ity'?ity'?ity'?    

    

ChChChCh----2  (Diversity and D2  (Diversity and D2  (Diversity and D2  (Diversity and Discrimination)iscrimination)iscrimination)iscrimination)    

Q1) Define 'PQ1) Define 'PQ1) Define 'PQ1) Define 'Prejudice'?rejudice'?rejudice'?rejudice'?    

Q2) DQ2) DQ2) DQ2) Define 'stereotype'?efine 'stereotype'?efine 'stereotype'?efine 'stereotype'?    

Q3) DQ3) DQ3) DQ3) Define 'caste system'?efine 'caste system'?efine 'caste system'?efine 'caste system'?    

Q4) WQ4) WQ4) WQ4) Why does the discrimination take place in our society?hy does the discrimination take place in our society?hy does the discrimination take place in our society?hy does the discrimination take place in our society?    

Q5) WQ5) WQ5) WQ5) What does the constitution say regarding 'equality to all'?hat does the constitution say regarding 'equality to all'?hat does the constitution say regarding 'equality to all'?hat does the constitution say regarding 'equality to all'?    

    

ChChChCh----3 (W3 (W3 (W3 (What ihat ihat ihat is Government)s Government)s Government)s Government)    

Q1) Define the term government?Q1) Define the term government?Q1) Define the term government?Q1) Define the term government?    

Q2) What are the duties of the government?Q2) What are the duties of the government?Q2) What are the duties of the government?Q2) What are the duties of the government?    

Q3) WQ3) WQ3) WQ3) What are the three levels of the government?hat are the three levels of the government?hat are the three levels of the government?hat are the three levels of the government?    

Q4) DQ4) DQ4) DQ4) Define monarchy?efine monarchy?efine monarchy?efine monarchy?    

Q5) DQ5) DQ5) DQ5) Define universal adult franchise?efine universal adult franchise?efine universal adult franchise?efine universal adult franchise?    

Q6) NQ6) NQ6) NQ6) Name the essential features of the democratic governmename the essential features of the democratic governmename the essential features of the democratic governmename the essential features of the democratic government?t?t?t?    

Q7) What was the suffrage movement?Q7) What was the suffrage movement?Q7) What was the suffrage movement?Q7) What was the suffrage movement?    

    

ChChChCh----4  (Key elements of the D4  (Key elements of the D4  (Key elements of the D4  (Key elements of the Democratic government)emocratic government)emocratic government)emocratic government)    

Q1) Define the term 'Apartheid'?Q1) Define the term 'Apartheid'?Q1) Define the term 'Apartheid'?Q1) Define the term 'Apartheid'?    

Q2) Name the famous leader who fought against the Apartheid?Q2) Name the famous leader who fought against the Apartheid?Q2) Name the famous leader who fought against the Apartheid?Q2) Name the famous leader who fought against the Apartheid?    

Q3) LQ3) LQ3) LQ3) List the ways in which the nonist the ways in which the nonist the ways in which the nonist the ways in which the non----whites were being discriminatd in south africa?whites were being discriminatd in south africa?whites were being discriminatd in south africa?whites were being discriminatd in south africa?    

Q4) WQ4) WQ4) WQ4) Why the elections are important in the democratic country?hy the elections are important in the democratic country?hy the elections are important in the democratic country?hy the elections are important in the democratic country?    

Q5) HQ5) HQ5) HQ5) How do the conflicts occur in the society?ow do the conflicts occur in the society?ow do the conflicts occur in the society?ow do the conflicts occur in the society?    
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GEOGRAPHYGEOGRAPHYGEOGRAPHYGEOGRAPHY    

ChChChCh----1  (The Earth in the Solar S1  (The Earth in the Solar S1  (The Earth in the Solar S1  (The Earth in the Solar System)ystem)ystem)ystem)    

Q1) DQ1) DQ1) DQ1) Define the fefine the fefine the fefine the following terms:ollowing terms:ollowing terms:ollowing terms:    

                            CCCCelestial bodieelestial bodieelestial bodieelestial bodies, Stars, Constellations, Pole Star, Planets, Orbit, Gs, Stars, Constellations, Pole Star, Planets, Orbit, Gs, Stars, Constellations, Pole Star, Planets, Orbit, Gs, Stars, Constellations, Pole Star, Planets, Orbit, Geoideoideoideoid    

Q2) WQ2) WQ2) WQ2) Write the difference between the natural and the manrite the difference between the natural and the manrite the difference between the natural and the manrite the difference between the natural and the man----made satellite?made satellite?made satellite?made satellite?    

Q3) WQ3) WQ3) WQ3) What do you mean by the solar system?hat do you mean by the solar system?hat do you mean by the solar system?hat do you mean by the solar system?    

Q4) Why earth is called as 'The Unique planeQ4) Why earth is called as 'The Unique planeQ4) Why earth is called as 'The Unique planeQ4) Why earth is called as 'The Unique planet'?t'?t'?t'?    

Q5)Q5)Q5)Q5)    What is Universe?What is Universe?What is Universe?What is Universe?    

Q6) What are the Asteroids and the Meteroids?Q6) What are the Asteroids and the Meteroids?Q6) What are the Asteroids and the Meteroids?Q6) What are the Asteroids and the Meteroids?    

    

ChChChCh----2 (Globe: Latitudes and Longitudes)2 (Globe: Latitudes and Longitudes)2 (Globe: Latitudes and Longitudes)2 (Globe: Latitudes and Longitudes)    

Q1) Define the following terms:Q1) Define the following terms:Q1) Define the following terms:Q1) Define the following terms:    

                            Globe, Axis, Equator, PGlobe, Axis, Equator, PGlobe, Axis, Equator, PGlobe, Axis, Equator, Parallel of latitudesarallel of latitudesarallel of latitudesarallel of latitudes    

Q2) Name the important parallel of the latitudes?Q2) Name the important parallel of the latitudes?Q2) Name the important parallel of the latitudes?Q2) Name the important parallel of the latitudes?    

Q3) ExplaiQ3) ExplaiQ3) ExplaiQ3) Explain the three heat zones of the earth?n the three heat zones of the earth?n the three heat zones of the earth?n the three heat zones of the earth?    

Q4) Define Prime MQ4) Define Prime MQ4) Define Prime MQ4) Define Prime Meridian?eridian?eridian?eridian?    

Q5) Why does the Torrid Zone receive maximum amouQ5) Why does the Torrid Zone receive maximum amouQ5) Why does the Torrid Zone receive maximum amouQ5) Why does the Torrid Zone receive maximum amounnnnt of heat?t of heat?t of heat?t of heat?    

Q6) Why is it 5.30 PM in india and 12.00 noon in London?Q6) Why is it 5.30 PM in india and 12.00 noon in London?Q6) Why is it 5.30 PM in india and 12.00 noon in London?Q6) Why is it 5.30 PM in india and 12.00 noon in London?    

    

ChChChCh----3 (Motions of the earth)3 (Motions of the earth)3 (Motions of the earth)3 (Motions of the earth)    

Q1) Define the following Terms:Q1) Define the following Terms:Q1) Define the following Terms:Q1) Define the following Terms:    

                        RevolutiRevolutiRevolutiRevolution, Rotation, Oon, Rotation, Oon, Rotation, Oon, Rotation, Orbital plane, leap year, Elliptical orbitrbital plane, leap year, Elliptical orbitrbital plane, leap year, Elliptical orbitrbital plane, leap year, Elliptical orbit    

Q2) DQ2) DQ2) DQ2) Draw the labelled diagram of the revolution of the earth and seasons and day and night onthe raw the labelled diagram of the revolution of the earth and seasons and day and night onthe raw the labelled diagram of the revolution of the earth and seasons and day and night onthe raw the labelled diagram of the revolution of the earth and seasons and day and night onthe 

earth due to rotation?earth due to rotation?earth due to rotation?earth due to rotation?    

Q3)Diffrentiate between the Summer and the Winter SQ3)Diffrentiate between the Summer and the Winter SQ3)Diffrentiate between the Summer and the Winter SQ3)Diffrentiate between the Summer and the Winter Solstice?olstice?olstice?olstice?    

Q4) WQ4) WQ4) WQ4) What is the angle of inclination of the earth's axis with its orbital plane?hat is the angle of inclination of the earth's axis with its orbital plane?hat is the angle of inclination of the earth's axis with its orbital plane?hat is the angle of inclination of the earth's axis with its orbital plane?    

Q5) What is an EQ5) What is an EQ5) What is an EQ5) What is an Eqqqquuuuinox?inox?inox?inox?    

Q6) WQ6) WQ6) WQ6) Why do the poles experience about six months day and six months nights?hy do the poles experience about six months day and six months nights?hy do the poles experience about six months day and six months nights?hy do the poles experience about six months day and six months nights?    

    

ChChChCh----4 (Maps)4 (Maps)4 (Maps)4 (Maps)    

Q1)  Define the following terms:Q1)  Define the following terms:Q1)  Define the following terms:Q1)  Define the following terms:    

                        Maps, PMaps, PMaps, PMaps, Physical map, Polihysical map, Polihysical map, Polihysical map, Politicaticaticatical map, Thematic maps, Scale, Small Scale Map, Large Scale l map, Thematic maps, Scale, Small Scale Map, Large Scale l map, Thematic maps, Scale, Small Scale Map, Large Scale l map, Thematic maps, Scale, Small Scale Map, Large Scale 

Map, SMap, SMap, SMap, Sketch,                                        conventional symbols, planketch,                                        conventional symbols, planketch,                                        conventional symbols, planketch,                                        conventional symbols, plan    

Q2) What are the three components of the map?Q2) What are the three components of the map?Q2) What are the three components of the map?Q2) What are the three components of the map?    

Q3) What are the four cardinal directions?Q3) What are the four cardinal directions?Q3) What are the four cardinal directions?Q3) What are the four cardinal directions?    

Q4) How maps are more helpful Q4) How maps are more helpful Q4) How maps are more helpful Q4) How maps are more helpful than a Globe?than a Globe?than a Globe?than a Globe?    

Q5) What kind of map provide detailed information?Q5) What kind of map provide detailed information?Q5) What kind of map provide detailed information?Q5) What kind of map provide detailed information?    

Q6) What are the features of a map?Q6) What are the features of a map?Q6) What are the features of a map?Q6) What are the features of a map?    

Q7) How do symbols help in reading maps?Q7) How do symbols help in reading maps?Q7) How do symbols help in reading maps?Q7) How do symbols help in reading maps?    

Q8) Draw the diagrams of conventional symbols, a magnetic compass and the cardinal directionsQ8) Draw the diagrams of conventional symbols, a magnetic compass and the cardinal directionsQ8) Draw the diagrams of conventional symbols, a magnetic compass and the cardinal directionsQ8) Draw the diagrams of conventional symbols, a magnetic compass and the cardinal directions    
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